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meta-programming makes 
hard problems easier...

...and the impossible 
merely improbable









sapir-whorf 
hypothesis

language affects the 
capabilities of thoughts



building blocks



language surface area



features from 
weaker 

languages can 
be synthesized 

in more 
powerful 
languages



sending messages to objects

binding names to objects (assignment)

primitive control structures (if/else, while)

all computation in ruby



messages



reflection



construction isn’t 
special



factory  design pattern           “design pattern”



testing 
java 
with 
jruby



the java part



testing fill()



jmock



mocha



what does it take???



jmock vs mocha loc
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jmock vs mocha cc
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programmable 
programs



you can do unexpected things...

because ruby is interpreted...

...and things happen as they are interpreted

...like conditionally open classes

programmable programs







adapter design pattern



Convert the interface of a class into another interface 
clients expect.  Adapter lets classes work together that 
couldn’t otherwise because of incompatible interfaces.





step 1: “normal” adaptor











why bother with extra 
adaptor class?





what if open class added 
adaptor methods clash with 

existing methods?







interface helper





compilation == 
premature 

optimization



modules



interfaces in ruby?





delegation



treat a collection like whatever is convenient

3 collection classes: array, hash, set...

both good and bad

“humane interfaces”



sometimes you 
want a class to act 
like another class

but with limitations



queue class





a delegate is just a wrapper 
around another class



forwarding





non-delegating methods 
don’t exist





any duck



missings



const_missing

when you call a method or reference a 
constant that isn’t around

ruby handles it with a missing method

handle it any way you like

method_missing

things gone missing



command wrapper





method_missing allows you to respond really 
dynamically!

“Attach additional responsibilities to an object 
dynamically”

“...a flexible alternative to subclassing for 
extending functionality”

decorator design pattern



recorder





but what about this?

should fail because s should be frozen



Object

Recorder

BlankSlate

Recorder

Jim Weirich’s 
BlankSlate1.8

1.9
BasicObject

BasicObject

Recorder







use const_missing as a factory

domain specific languages frequently need 
parameters that resolve to objects

#1 goal is readability

the factory design pattern again!

cleaner dsl’s



a recipe dsl



ingredient factory
yikes!



mix it in



safer const factories



smarter const factories





method magic



get rid of methods

create methods with define_method

undef_method - from the entire hierarchy!

remove_method - from the current class

runtime access to 
methods



immutable string





even things that are antithetical to the “normal” 
use of the language

powerful languages allow you to mimic features 
of weaker languages

the interface example from before

like final

modules & hooks



adding final
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logging



cross-cutting concerns







is monkey patching evil?



pointcut

advice

code invoked before, after, or around a join 
point

sets of join points with a similar “theme”

points of program execution where new 
behavior might be inserted.

join point

aspect nomenclature



inspection

enhancing with new (orthogonal!) state & behavior

modularization

encapsulate as aspects

access to meta-information that may be 
exploited by pointcuts or advice

introduction

interjection of advice, at least around methods

interception

aspect oriented ruby



aop: interception

alias name clashes

new method available



call it explicitly

capture the target method as an unbound 
method

bind it to the current object

better interception 



alias_method_chain



alias_method_chain



add a new method to a class

add a new method to an instance of a class (via 
the eigenclass)

aop: introductions



aop: inspections



aop: modularization



aop: modularization



aop: modularization



trace all invocations of the public instance 
methods in all classes whose names end with 
“Service”

aquarium



using around advice

aquarium



meta-programming allows 
you to construct elegant 

frameworks...

...because the language is so 
powerful



meta-
programming makes 

hard problems easier...
...and the impossible 
merely improbable.

meta-
programming makes 

hard problems easier...
...and the impossible 
merely improbable.

whoa.
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sapir-whorf hypothesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sapir-Whorf_hypothesis 

seeing metaclasses clearly whytheluckystiff
http://whytheluckystiff.net/articles/seeingMetaclassesClearly.html 

Matrix movie stills copyright (c) Warner Bros.

something nimble. soylent green is people, so is software
http://www.somethingnimble.com/ 

dust
http://rubyforge.org/projects/dust 
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aquarium - Aspects for Ruby
http://aquarium.rubyforge.org/

Text
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